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Dynamics of electronic Rydberg wave packets in isolated-core excited atoms
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Based on the concept of photon-dressed core states the inQuence of nonperturbative laser-induced
isolated-core excitations on the time evolution of an excited electronic Rydberg wave packet is
investigated. In this approach the shake-up process induced by Rabi oscillations of the ionic core is
described as repeated scatterings of the excited wave packet between the channels associated with
the dressed states of the ionic core. The corresponding scattering matrix and threshold energies of
the dressed channels can be controlled externally by varying the laser parameters. The dependence
of the wave-packet dynamics on the strength of the laser-induced core coupling and on the difference
between the quantum defects of the two bare Rydberg series is worked out.

PACS number(s): 32.80.Rm, 32.80.Dz

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last ten years, the study of electronic Ryd-
berg wave packets in atoms has made rapid progress
in both theoretical and (due to the development of pi-
cosecond laser pulse techniques) in experimental aspects
[1—10]. Work in this field of research is motivated mainly
by the fact that these systems are situated on the bor-
der between microscopic and macroscopic physics and
that their dynamics exhibits both quantum mechanical
as well as classical aspects. This interplay between clas-
sical and quantum mechanical behavior has already been
verified in various contexts. In studies of the dynamics of
radial electronic Rydberg wave packets in pure Coulomb
fiekls [2—7], for example, it has been shown that, though
initially such a wave packet evolves similarly to a local-
ized classical phase space distribution, quantum mechan-
ical dispersion starts to dominate already after a few ra-
dial oscillations. The quantum nature of the time evolu-
tion of such wave packets shows up also in fractional and
full revivals [8] which are caused by the discreteness of
the electronic energy spectrum and which cannot be ex-
plained classically. Furthermore, studies of the dynamics
of electronic Rydberg wave packets under the additional
inHuence of external static fields [9,10] have shown that,
although the electronic wave function tends to be concen-
trated along classically allowed paths, the characteristic
quantum aspects manifest themselves in the interference
of the associated probability amplitudes. All these dy-
namical aspects refer to the time evolution of a Rydberg
electron far away from the positively charged ionic core.

Close to the nucleus (up to distances of typically a
few Bohr radii), however, the dynamics of the Ryd-
berg valence electron is determined by electron corre-
lation effects and, possibly, by laser-induced processes.
Electron correlations lead to scattering of the Rydberg
electron by the ionic core and to autoionization. Laser-
induced processes may affect a Rydberg electron either
directly by causing it to absorb or emit a photon or in-
directly by exciting a core electron and influencing the

Rydberg electron through the resulting shakeup process
[11].This latter type of laser excitation, which has been
termed isolated-core excitation (ICE), nowadays plays an
important role as a spectroscopic tool, e.g. , in studies
of highly excited autoionizing states in two-electron-like
atoms [12]. The idea of the ICE process consists of excit-
ing initially an outer valence electron to a Rydberg state
with one or several laser pulses and then inducing transi-
tions in the positively charged ionic core by another laser
pulse. Thereby, the Rydberg electron plays essentially
the role of a spectator and is afFected by the core transi-
tion only through the process of shakeup which leads to
a change of its principal quantum number. This shakeup
is made possible by a difFerence in the quantum defects
of the two Rydberg series involved in the transition.

In connection with the dynamics of Rydberg wave
packets ICE excitation processes have been studied so far
in a series of three articles by Wang and Cooke [13—15]
and in an article by Story, Duncan, and Gallagher [16]. In
these studies, ICE by short and weak laser pulses is used
as a means of preparing and examining autoionizing Ryd-
berg wave packets. In particular, it has been shown that
in this way shock waves and dark waves may be prepared
and that the dependence of ofF-resonant ICE absorption
on the position of the Rydberg electron may be investi-
gated. However, these studies have so far concentrated
only on cases in which the laser-induced transitions of
the core electron are so weak that they can be described
perturbatively. Nonperturbative effects of ICE excita-
tions have been investigated recently by various groups
[17—20]. In particular, Robicheaux [19] has studied their
effect on the frequency dependence of photoabsorption
cross sections. By using the concept of photon-dressed
core states it was shown that photoabsorption cross sec-
tions are modified as soon as the Rabi frequency of the
core transition exceeds the mean level spacing of the ex-
cited Rydberg state.

In the present article a theoretical description for the
dynamics of an electronic Rydberg wave packet under
the influence of nonperturbative laser-induced core tran-
sitions is developed. It is based on multichannel quan-
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turn defect theory (MQDT) [21,22] and the concept of
photon-dressed core states [19]. An analytical expression
is derived for the relevant two-photon transition ampli-
tude with which the dynamics of such an electronic Ryd-
berg wave packet in a pump-probe-type experiment can
be investigated. From this expression for the two-photon
transition amplitude a semiclassical path representation
is obtained which describes the time evolution of the ex-
cited Rydberg wave packet. It exhibits clearly that the
shakeup process which is caused by laser-induced Rabi
oscillations of the core leads to repeated scatterings of
the wave packet between the channels which are associ-
ated with the dressed states of the ionic core. Further-
more, the threshold energies of the corresponding dressed
channels are shifted due to the ac-Stark splitting of the
resonantly coupled core states. Thus, the characteristic
dynamical behavior of an electronic Rydberg wave packet
under the influence of nonperturbative core transitions
depends mainly on the magnitude of the Rabi period of
the core transition in comparison with the orbit time of
the excited wave packet and on the difference between
the quantum defects of the channels associated with the
laser-excited core states which determines the extent of
the shakeup. In particular, it is shown that opposite to
the situation in energy-resolved investigations [19]effects
of nonperturbative laser-induced core transitions mod-
ify the dynamics of an excited electronic Rydberg wave
packet significantly even if the Rabi frequency of the core
transition is smaller than the mean level spacing of the
excited Rydberg states.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II it is
shown how, with the concept of photon-dressed core
states, the time evolution of radial electronic Rydberg
wave packets under the influence of nonperturbative
laser-induced core transitions can be described. For the
sake of simplicity the main ideas are introduced in part A
for a model consisting only of two atomic channels which
are coupled almost resonantly by laser-induced core tran-
sitions. Generalizations to multichannel excitation pro-
cesses in the presence of laser-induced core transitions
are presented in part B.

With the help of these theoretical results, in Sec. III
we discuss the time evolution of a radial electronic Ryd-
berg wave packet under the influence of laser-induced
Rabi oscillations of the ionic core. Whereas part A con-
centrates on the description of pump-probe experiments
with short and weak laser pulses, part B is devoted to
the dynamics of depletion wave packets [1,23] which are
prepared by a long and intense laser Geld through the
mechanism of power broadening. The dependence of the
energies of the dressed Rydberg states on the intensity of
the cw-laser Geld is discussed in part C.

be studied. In part A the main ideas of this theoretical
approach are introduced within a two-channel approxi-
mation. Generalizations to multichannel excitation pro-
cesses are discussed in part B.

A. Isolated-core excitation in the two-channel
approximation

which is tuned near resonance with a transition of the
positively charged ionic core. Typically electron corre-
lations imply that as long as the atom remains in the
initial state Ig) this laser field is well detuned from any
atomic transition. Therefore it has a negligible effect on
the atomic dynamics. But as soon as an outer atomic va-
lence electron is excited to Rydberg states close to thresh-
old the cw-laser Geld starts to induce transitions between
the two resonantly coupled states of the ionic core which
have energies cq and e2, respectively. In the following
only intensities I of the laser field E(t) are considered
which are small in comparison with the atomic unit, i.e. ,I « 10 Wcm . In this case, eKects of laser-induced
transitions of the excited Rydberg electron to continuum
states well above threshold, which could take place in ad-
dition to core transitions, are expected to be small and
will be neglected in the following. However, they can be
incorporated in the following formalism easily with the
help of intensity dependent quantum defects [23].

We shall concentrate in the following mainly on cases
in which the valence electron is excited coherently to the
Rydberg states by a short and weak laser pulse:

Ei(t) = Fi(t)eie ' "+ c.c. , (2)

where Ei (t) is a Gaussian-shaped envelope centered
around time t~ with pulse duration v.q. This implies that
a radial electronic Rydberg wave packet is generated by
this short laser pulse. The wave packet moves in the
Coulomb Geld of the positively charged ionic core. When-

Energy ]~Energy

In order to put the problem into perspective let us
consider a typical isolated-core excitation (ICE) process
involving an alkaline-earth atom, for example, as shown
schematically in Fig. 1(a). Initially the atom is prepared
in an energetically low lying bound state Ig) with energy
c~. The atom is situated in a cw-laser Geld

E(t) = See ' '+ c.c.

II. NONPERTURBATIVE ISOLATED-CORE
EXCITATION OF RYDBERG SERIES

Based on the concept of photon-dressed core states [19]
we give a detailed d.erivation of an analytical expression
for the two-photon transition amplitude with which the
influence of laser-induced core transitions on the time
evolution of a radial electronic Rydberg wave packet can
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FIG. 1. Excitation scheme for the two-channel model: (a)
bare Rydberg series, (b) "dressed" Rydberg series.
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ever it penetrates the core region it is shaken up by the
Rabi oscillations of the almost resonantly coupled ionic
core states. EfFects of this shakeup process on the dynam-
ics of the electronic Rydberg wave packet may be probed,
for example, by a second time-delayed short laser pulse
(frequency A)2, polarization e2, pulse duration 72) which
is centered around time t2 and which induces transitions
to an energetically low lying bound atomic state

l f) with
energy ef. Typically this final state is not identical with
the initial state lg). For the sake of simplicity let us as-
sume in the following that the envelopes of pump and
probe pulse are identical and that kg+4)g —8 f +(L)2 = E.

Thus in the lowest order perturbation theory with re-
spect to the pump and probe pulse the probability of
observing after the interaction with both laser pulses the
atom in state

l f) is given by [1,24]

In an ICE transition the angular momentum of the Ryd-
berg electron is conserved so that li ——l2 ——I [11,12]. The
channel thresholds in the RWA are given by e z

c 2
——e2 —cu. According to standard treatments of ICE

processes [13—16,25,26] the laser-induced coupling of the
two channels may be modeled in the form

VlcE = —2~1» (IC'i) (@21+ l@2) (c'il)

with the real-valued Rabi frequency of the core transition

~xi = 2 (@2ld e~l@1).

The main problem in the theoretical description of non-
perturbative ICE transitions is thus the determination of
the two-photon transition amplitude. This goal may be
achieved with the help of the Dalgarno-Lewis method [27]
by solving the inhomogeneous Schrodinger equation

l(f I +), (s —a+ xO) lW(s)) = d e, lg) (10)

1
27r

provided lt2 —til &) Ti&72 (Hartree atomic units are
used). The Fourier transforms of the envelope functions
of pump and probe pulse are denoted by

(4)

The two-photon transition amplitude

1
Tge(e) = (f d e', cl ey gc —H+i0 (5)

H = H&+ H2+ Vlc~. (6)

The Hamiltonians

describe the electronic dynamics in the bare atomic chan-
nels 1 and 2 in the absence of the cw-laser Beld. The chan-
nel states l4~) represent the state of the ionic core as well

as the spin and the angular wave function of the excited
Rydberg electron [1,21]. The radial Hamiltonian for the
Rydberg electron in channel j with angular momentum /~

1 d2
is given by [h~~ + V~~ (p)] with h~~ = —

2
.&", + ' 2'+, .

and V~&(p) the short-range potential which describes ef-
fects of the residual core electrons. The radial coordinate
of the Rydberg electron is denoted by p. As the excited.
channels have opposite parities there is no configuration
interaction potential Vi2(p) coupling the two channels.

with d the atomic dipole operator, describes the response
of the atom in the intense cw-laser Geld E(t) to pump
and probe pulse. Thereby, the Hamiltonian operator H
characterizes the dynamics in the excited atomic channels
under the influence of the intense cw-laser field E(t). In
the dipole and rotating wave approximation it is given
by

from which the two-photon transition amplitude is ob-
tained by the relation

&fg(&) = (f ld. e21&(&)) .

The inhomogeneous Schrodinger equation can be solved
with the help of methods of quantum defect theory
(QDT) [21]. For this purpose we adopt an ansatz of the
form

j=l,2

(12)

The channel coordinates 0 represent the coordinates of
the core electrons and the angular momentum and spin of
the excited Rydberg valence electron. The radial part of
the wave function of the excited Rydberg valence electron
in channel j is denoted by El~i(p; s). Projection of Eq.
(10) onto the narmalized channel states le'~) yields

[s —(h+ e, + V(p)) + 2A2i]F(p; s) = D(p) (13)

( cosy —siny )
q siny cosy (14)

with Im c = +0. The 2 x 2 matrices h, V, e, and
A2i are obtained in an obvious way from Eqs. (7) and
(8). The components of the column vector F(p;s) are
the radial wave functions of the Rydberg valence electron
EU~(p;s). The laser-induced coupling between state lg)
and the excited channels is described by the column vec-
tor D(p) with matrix elements D~ (p) = p I dO 4'(A)d .

ei (0, pl g). In the excitation scheme under consideration
the coupling between lg) and channel 2 may be neglected
[D2(p) = 0]. We can assume V~(p) 0 and Di(p) 0
for p & p with a typical core radius p of the order of
a few Bohr radii [21,22]. In the close-coupling equations
(13) the laser-induced interaction between bath channels
appears as a long-range interaction independent of the
radial coordinate p of the Rydberg valence electron.

In order to determine the two-photon transition am-
plitude we subject Eq. (13) to the orthogonal transfor-
mation
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which is defined by the eigenvalue relation

(e —[h+ e. + V(p)]}F(p e) = D(p) (i6)

with the transformed configuration interaction matrix
V(p) = Q V(p)Q. The corresponding transformed state
vector of the Rydberg valence electron and the trans-
formed dipole couplings are given by F(p; e) = Q F(p; e)
and D (p) = OT D (p), respectively.

Equation (16) shows that as far as the dressed chan-
nels are concerned the long-range coupling contained in
Eq. (13) causes two efFects: it leads to an energy shift of
the ionizations thresholds which is due to the ac-Stark
splitting of the dressed ionic core states —and it induces a
short-range coupling between the dressed channels which
is described by the transformed configuration interaction
V(p). Outside the ionic core, i.e. , for p & p„ this cou-
p1ing vanishes. As Eq. (16) contains only a short-range
coupling between the dressed channels the two-photon
transition amplitude can be obtained from it with the
help of methods of MQDT [21,28]. It has been shown
that for such a system of close coupled equations the
transition amplitude can be written in the form [1,24]

{e) T(~) 2 ) ~(—)
(

— 2vrilJ) —1~—(—)

(Im e = +0) (17)

with an appropriately chosen dressed scattering matrix
and (energy normalized) photoionization dipole ma-

tnx elements 'V and 'Vf. which describe radiative(—) (—)
fa

transitions between states ~g) and
~ f) and the closed

dressed channel j ~ Because of the short-range coupling
between the dressed channels the quantities Tf(') (withfg

are smooth functions of energy across any threshold
[1,21,23,28,29]. The diagonal 2 x 2 matrix e ' has
elements

(e ' ),, = exp( —27ri[2(e, —e)]

The sum in Eq. (17) extends over all closed channels c
with ~ (~ ~.

For the evaluation of the two-photon transition ampli-
tude the analytical form of the dressed scattering matrix

and the dressed energy normalized dipole matrix el-
ements remains to be determined. For this purpose we
introduce for the Schrodinger equation in the absence of
the intense cw-laser field, i.e.,

Q (e, —2A21)Q = e, .

The 2 x 2 matrix O describes the transformation be-
tween the bare core channel states ~4~) and the corre-
sponding photon-dressed core channel states [19]. The
diagonal matrix e defines the dressed energies of the
ionic core. Explicitly these dressed energies are given
by (ec)11 = ecl e -2~21 tang and (& )22 = ec2
c + &921 cot p. The corresponding rotation angle p is
defined by the relation tan(2p) = 021/A with the de-
tuning 4 = c 2

—c 1. Applying this transformation to
the inhomogeneous Schrodinger equation (13) yields

(e —[h+ e. + V(p)]}W(p;e) = 0,

the following fundamental system of energy normalized
regular solutions which is given by

(.—[h, , +.„+V,, (p)]}~„(p;.) = 0

%12(p;e) = Wgl(p;e)
—= 0

with j = 1, 2. Asymptotically for p ~ oo these solutions
behave as

w here sl (e) and cl (e) are the real-valued, energy-norma-
lized regular and irregular Coulomb functions with en-
ergy e and angular momentum I = ll ——l2 [1,21]. Thereby
it has been taken into account that the short —range po-
tential V (p) does not couple channels 1 and 2. The quan-
tum defects of the excited channels are denoted p~.

Following the arguments of Robicheaux [19] in terms
of these solutions an approximate fundamental system of
regular solutions of the homogeneous part of Eq. (16) for
the energy region above both thresholds is given by

X,.k(p;e) = ) Q, ;X,i(p;e+ e„.—e„.)Oig
i,L=1,2

(21)

with T~y the jth vector component of the kth solution
(j, k = 1, 2). The insertion of this ansatz into the left
hand side of Eqs. (16) yields

(e —h, , —e.,)&,~(p; e) — ) . V(p).-&-~(p e)
m=1, 2

N

) 0, [V(p)O] lO,„[F„„(p;e + e —e,~)
L,m, n,p=1

P~p (P; E+ec~ —e —i) ]O'cp1. . (22)

For p & p, the right hand side of Eq. (22) vanishes be-
cause outside the core region the core potentials V'(p)
vanish. For p & p, the right hand side is close to zero
because the difference between the solutions X „(p;e +

—e,~) and X„„(p;e + e,„—ecr) is small. This difFer-
ence can be estimated semiclassically to be of the order
of (p, ~ max(~A~, ~021~}) [29]. For typical core radii of
a few Bohr radii and laser intensities I much less than
the atomic unit of intensity, i.e., I (& 10 Wcm, this
difference is vanishingly small. Therefore, to a good de-
gree of approximation a fundamental system of regular
solutions of the homogeneous part of of Eq. (16) is given
by Eq. (21). Asymptotically for p -+ oo these solutions
behave as

X,l, (p; e) = b, r, si(p; e —e„)+ cl(p; e —e, )'R, r, (23)

with the dressed reactance matrix [21]

T (' tan(~pl) 0
0 tan(vrp2) ) (24)

Consequently, one finds for the dressed scattering matrix

%,1(p; e) = sl(p; e —e, )b, r, + ci(p; e —e,, ) tan(7rp, )8, r,

(2o)
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the expression [21]

~ = (1+A.) (1 —tie)-' = OT~O (25)

with the bare scattering matrix

27I1Py 0X=
(l

Correspondingly, the (energy normalized) dressed pho-
toionization dipole matrix element is given by [23,28]

OT'~( —)
g

with the approximately energy independent and en-
ergy normalized photoionization dipole matrix elements
27( ) = (27 &, 0) describing transitions from state ]g)
to the bare excited channel 1. An analogous expression
holds for 27f . Inserting Eqs. (25) and (27) into Eq. (17)
yields the final expression for the two-photon transition
amplitude.

Equations (17), (25), and (27) show in a simple way
how the laser-induced coupling of the core states mod-
ifies the characteristics of the Rydberg series involved.
On the one hand the bare quantities ~ and 'V, Bf-fa
which would appear in the two-photon transition ampli-
tude in the absence of the laser-induced core coupling, are
replaced by the corresponding dressed quantities ~ and

Vg~ Vf~
Therefore, an appropriate choice of the pa-(—) (—)

rameters which characterize this laser-induced coupling,
i.e., detuning L and Rabi frequency 02&, may lead to
unusual scattering matrices which have large ofF-diagonal
matrix elements. The resulting physical implications will
be discussed in Sec. III in more detail. The orthogo-
nal matrix O depends on the rotation angle p and me-
diates the transformation between the bare core states
(4 q, 42) and the corresponding dressed states (4q, 42),
i.e. , (4q, @z)O = (4q, 42). The mixing of the core states
is thus transferred in a simple way to the Rydberg se-
ries. In addition, the energies of the thresholds of the
series are shifted to the values of the dressed core states.
These shifts are taken into account in the diagonal matrix
e—2' &'

The validity of Eqs. (17), (25), and (27) can easily
be checked numerically. To this end, we write the two-
photon transition amplitude in the form

Tfs(e) = (f~ .de[ —s Hg

If both Rydberg series have the same quantum defect
the two-photon transition amplitude can be evaluated
even analytically from Eq. (28) yielding a result identi-
cal to the corresponding special case of Eq. (17). If the
quantum defects dier from each other this computation
has to be performed numerically. In Fig. 2 both meth-
ods of computing the two-photon transition amplitude
are compared with each other. The dots are computed
with the use of Eqs. (28) and (29) and the full curve
shows the corresponding result from Eq. (17) for a case
in which p2 —pq

——0.32 and the Rabi frequency ~Ozq~ is
larger than the mean level spacing of the excited Rydberg
states. The good agreement between the two calculations
is also observed for other parameter values. This confirms
the validity of Eqs. (17), (25), and (27) and further jus-
tifies the approximation for the fundamental system of
solutions given in Eq. (21) as the starting point for its
derivation.

Perturbative theoretical descriptions of ICE transitions
are recovered in the limit ~p~ ~02'/2E~ &( 1 [19]. For
example, assume that Rydberg series 2 is slightly au-
toionizing and consider the following typical situation
from energy-resolved spectroscopy: A first weak cw-laser
with amplitude E'q and frequency wq couples the ini-
tial state ~g) almost resonantly to a Rydberg state ~nq)
in channel 1. A second weak cw-laser couples ~nq) to
states ~v2) in the autoionizing channel 2 with energies
s„, = sz —1/(2vz). Modeling the autoionizing character
of the Rydberg series in channel 2 by a complex quantum
defect p2 + ig with the scaled autoionization linewidth
2' the depletion rate I' of the initial state ~g) is given by
I' = —2 ~Eq~ Im Tsg(sg+cuq) according to Fermi's golden
rule. For this quantity one obtains from Eq. (17) in the
limit ~&p~ = ~02'/2A~ &( 1 and rl && 1

2vr (0,/2)
sin' z.(v, + p, )

2 '9 Sln 7l Vy —V2xOzq2
sin~(v, + p, + 'g) l'

CQ

5 o~o-
tg

E o
CQ

I

VIcz[s —~2] I icz] —d ej ~g). (28)

This expression can now be calculated numerically by
means of an eigenstate expansion if one makes use of the
overlap formula for radial Rydberg wave functions [25],

C)

I

CO
I ~ ~

84.0
~ ~

I
~ I ~ ~

I
~ ~

84.5 85.0 86.586.085.5
~ ~

l
~ ~ ~ \

l
~ ~ ~ ~

l
~ ~ 0 ~

87.0

i.e. ,

2 Qn 2 ~~ sin vr (n2 —n~ )

with the e8'ective quantum numbers n*- = n~ —p~.

FIG. 2. Comparison between calculations of the two-pho-
ton transition amplitude (in units of ~'D

~ 'D&~ ~) according to
Eq. (17) (full lines) and Eqs. (28) and (29) (dots), respectively,
for the parameters pq ——0.0, p2 ——0.32, OqI ——2.0 x 10 a.u. ,
A = 0, Re Tf' ——0, and vq = [2(sq —s)j
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with the Rabi frequency of the transition lg) ~ lnq)
denoted by 01. Thereby the effective quantum num-
ber v1 is related to the excited energy in channel 1 by
sg'+ cuq ——e'q —I/(2vz). Thus for vz fixed the ansatz
presented in Ref. [15] for the v2 dependence of the tran-
sition rate between the Rydberg series is recovered which
we have not used in our derivation. For lvz —v2l « vz

and 0 & lvq + p, j —

nial

« I the above expression can be
cast into the form

(Dg/2)'v, '
(' 'a —~~)

~

V
x (02~/2) 2~

sin'[~(v, + p, + tg)]

Sln 7C V1 V2
X

7l V1 —V2
(31)

Here, the first term in curly brackets can be interpre-
tated as the probability of (almost resonant) excitation
of the bound Rydberg state lnq) from the initial state lg).
According to the Golden rule the second term describes
one-photon excitation of the autoionizing channel states
lv2) from the bound Rydberg state lnq).

B. Multichannel excitation processes in the presence
of laser-induced core transitions

(-)
g2

Now we generalize our previous discussion to the case
of multichannel excitation processes in the presence of
laser-induced core transitions. More specifically, we con-
sider short-pulse excitation from a low-lying initial state
into a group of Coulomb fragmentation (free) channels
which may be coupled to further free channels by elec-
tron correlations and by laser-induced excitations of the
ionic core. Thereby the laser-induced excitations of the
core can arise from one or several cw-laser fields. An
example of a possible excitation process of this kind is
shown in Fig. 3. Again the main problem in the theoret-

ical description of the dynamics of the excited Rydberg
electron is the determination of the two-photon transi-
tion amplitude. It is defined by an expression analogous
to Eq. (5) where now the Hamiltonian II describes the al-

most resonant laser-induced excitation of the ionic core
states as well as configuration interaction induced cou-
plings between (free) channels of the Rydberg valence
electron.

For the evaluation of the transition amplitude we adopt
the ansatz

Projecting the inhomogeneous Schrodinger equation
analogous to Eq. (10) onto the K core states l4~) the
following system of close-coupled equations is obtained
for the radial wave function F(p;s) of the Rydberg va-

lence electron

[p —(h+ a, + V(p)) + -'A]F(p;s) = D(p)

with Im a=+0. The diagonal N x N matrix h is given
1by hjj —

g 2 + 2 2 with the angular momen-

tum lj of the excited Rydberg valence electron in chan-
nel j. For convenience, we assume in the following that
the (free) channels are grouped according to the possi-
ble values of the angular momentum of the excited Ryd-
berg electron, i.e. , I,; = ll for i = 1, ..., N1, l,. = l~, +1 for
i = Nq+ 1, ..., W2, etc. As in Eq. (13) the diagonal N x K
matrix e is defined by the ionization thresholds of the
bare channels of the excited Rydberg valence electron
which are shifted appropriately by the photon energies
of the corresponding dressing laser fields. The Hermitian
K x N matrix V(p) describes the short-range configu-
ration interaction which originates from the presence of
the residual core electrons. Analogous to Eq. (9) the Her-
mitian N x N matrix 0 describes the coupling between
core states of diferent parities induced by the cw-laser
fields. As the angular momentum of the Rydberg valence
electron remains unchanged during a radiative transition
of the ionic core [11,21], our enumeration of the chan-
nels implies that the matrix 0 is blockdiagonal. The N
dimensional column vector D(p) describes excitation of
the Rydberg valence electron from the initially prepared
state lg).

For the derivation of an analytical expression for the
two-photon transition amplitude Tys (s) we start from the
fundamental system of regular solutions W(p;s) of the
Schrodinger equation in the absence of laser-induced core
transitions, i.e.,

(s —[h+ a, + V(p)])W(p; s) = 0. (34)

I"IG. 3. Example of a multichannel excitation process
which can be analyzed with the help of the methods derived
in Sec. IIB. The initial state lg) is excited to two free chan-
nels 1 and 2 which are coupled to each other by configuration
interaction. These channels are further coupled through ICE
transitions to channel 3 which can autoionize into channel 4.
The relevant components of 'Vg, V', and A are also indi-( —)

cated. The de-excitation to state
l f) is not shown.

Asymptotically for p —+ oo these solutions behave as

X,A,.(p;s) m s, . (p;s —~, )b, g+ c( (p;s —s„)7Z,I, . (35)

Thereby 'K denotes the bare reactance matrix of the ex-
cited channels in the absence of radiative core transi-
tions. The transformation from the bare core states to
the dressed core states is mediated by the unitary trans-
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formation U which fulfills the relation

Ut(s, —20)U = e, . (36)

The diagonal N x N matrix e, defines the dressed en-
ergies s,~

= (e,)~z. Because of our choice of ordering of
channels and the fact that during radiative transitions
of the ionic core the angular momentum of the Rydberg
electron remains unchanged, this unitary transformation
matrix is also block diagonal. Therefore, by transforming
Eq. (33) it is found that

fs —I"+ &-+ V(l )])F(p s) = D(P) (37)

By inserting this fundamental system of solutions into
Eq. (37) it is found that

N

(s hei s.i)&ik(p's) —) .V(p)~ W I (p s)
m=1

N

) Ut [V(p)U] &Utt„[a„„(p;s+ s. —s., )
E,m, n,p=l

&-~(p E+-s- —s ()]U» (39)

Following an analogous reasoning as in the two-channel
case, the right hand side of the above equation may be
shown to be "close to zero" everywhere. Outside the
core region the potential matrix V(p) vanishes. Inside
the core region either the difference [X z(p; e' + s,
Z,~) —X „(p;s+ s, —Z,t)] is virtually zero or —in case
at least one of the difI'erences c m —e ~ or e'~n —c,E is large—the matrix element U. or U

E
vanishes. This is due

to the fact that only channels with approximately equal
threshold energies are coupled through laser-induced core
excitation.

Analogous to Eq. (23) from the asymptotic behavior
of W(p ~ oo; s) the following relations are obtained for
the dressed reactance and scattering matrix:

R, = Ut&U,
y=U yU.

(40)

(41)

Furthermore, the photoionization dipole matrix elements
to the dressed channels are related to the corresponding
bare quantities by

i=1,N
(42)

Therefore, also in the multichannel case the two-photon
I

with V(p) = UtV(p)U, F = UtF, and D(p) = UtD(p).
If all channels are open an approximate fundamental sys-
tem of regular solutions of the homogeneous part of Eq.
(37) is given by

N

~j&(p s) = )'U~;+it(p(s+ sc' ~cj)UtI

transition amplitude is given by an expression analogous
to Eq. (17) with the dressed scattering matrix and pho-
toionization dipole matrix elements given by Eqs. (41)
and (42).

III. TIME- AND ENERGY-RESOLVED
SPECTROSCOPY WITH ISOLATED-CORE

EXCITED ATOMS

In this section the theoretical results of Sec. II are ap-
plied to the description of the time evolution of a radial
electronic Rydberg wave packet which is infIuenced by
laser-induced Rabi oscillations of the ionic core. In part
A pump-probe experiments with weak and short laser
pulses are discussed. Part B is devoted to the dynamics
of depletion wave packets [1,23] which are prepared by
a long and intense laser field through the mechanism of
power broadening. Part C complements these consider-
ations by discussing the dependence of the dressed Ryd-
berg state energies on the intensity of the laser inducing
the core transitions. This dependence is observable in
energy-resolved spectroscopic investigations.

A. Pump-probe experiments

Pump-probe experiments are a convenient method of
studying the time evolution of radial electronic Rydberg
wave packets [3]. In these experiments, for example, a
first short and weak laser pulse prepares a radial elec-
tronic Rydberg wave packet at time tl by exciting Ryd-
berg states sufIiciently close to a photoionization thresh-
old from an initially prepared energetically low lying
bound state ]g). At time t2 a second short and weak
probe pulse induces transitions from these excited Ryd-
berg states to some other low lying bound state

~
f) or to

continuum states well above threshold [4,5]. Both inter-
actions with the laser pulses take place in a region which
extends a few Bohr radii around the atomic nucleus only
[1,3,23,29]. Therefore the probability of observing after
the interaction with both laser pulses the atom in the
final state is large whenever the initially prepared radial
electronic Rydberg wave packet is close to the atomic
nucleus. A slightly difFerent method which was proposed
by Noordam, Duncan, and Gallagher [6] has also been
used successfully in recent experiments [10]. Thereby the
two short and weak laser pulses are used for preparing
two time-delayed radial electronic Rydberg wave packets
whose interference is observed in the total probability of
excitation.

In order to describe theoretically the Rydberg wave
packet dynamics in the presence of laser-induced core
coupling we derive at first a semiclassical path represen-
tation [1) for the relevant two-photon transition ampli-
tude. For this purpose we insert expression (17) into Eq.
(3) and expand the inverse matrix as a geometric series.
Thus the probability of observing the atom in state

~ f)
after the interaction with both short laser pulses is given
by

1(f1+&,
M=1i,j gc

2

(
—
)

i (E C) (tg t1—)— —
(43)
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pq
——p,2, the scattering matrix ~ is a multiple of the

unit matrix. This implies that in this case the excited
Rydberg electron is not shaken up by the laser-induced
core transitions. Consequently, no scattering takes place
between the dressed channels. After the initial excita-
tion which occurs with equal amplitude into both dressed
channels the fractions of the prepared wave packet evolve
independently from each other. This can be seen clearly
in Fig. 4(b) where TII b, = 2m/02' ——0.178 T,q Du. e to
the ac-Stark splitting of the channel thresholds the two
fractions have orbit times 1.12 T „g and 0.90 T „g, respec-
tively. Their indivual contributions to the pump-probe
signal are indicated by the dashed and dotted curves in
Fig. 4(b). They display the independent evolution of the
fractions. The structure of the peaks in ! (f!4)1
arises &om the quantum mechanical interference of these
contributions.

Interference efFects do not only arise for the case of
strong laser-induced coupling of the core states, i.e. ,
T~ g, &( T „g, but also for weak ICE processes with
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)
Therefore the shakeup of the Rydberg electron caused

TR g, » T „g. In this latter case the two fractions
of the electronic Rydberg wave packet which are pre-
pared by the short and weak laser pulse in the dressed
channels have almost the same orbit time so that they
return to the ionic core almost simultaneously. How-

ever, the phases which they accumulate during each
complete orbital round trip di8'er by an amount of ap-
proximately AS = T „b !02'!. This phase difference
leads to a modulation of the magnitude of the recur-
rence peaks in the pump-probe transition probability

! (f!4), ! with an envelope function approximately
given by cos [!02q!(t2—tq)]. These modulations reflect
the Rabi oscillations of the ionic core: whenever the core
is in (bare) state 2 or 1 the overlap between the ex-
cited radial electronic Rydberg wave packet and state
!f) (and therefore the pump-probe probability) vanishes
or is maximal. This behavior is exemplified in Fig. 4(a)
for the case of T~ ~, = 4 T „g. The dashed (full) arrows
indicate the times when cos [!021](t2—tq)] vanishes (is
maximal). For the sake of comparison the dashed curve

shows the time evolution of!(f ] 4)z ]
in the absence

of laser-induced core transitions, i.e. , for 02' ——0.
In Figs. 5 the other extreme case, i.e. , maximal dif-

ference in quantum defects p2 —pq
——0.5, is considered.

According to Eqs. (25) and (26) in this case the scattering
matrix is completely ofF-diagonal and is given by
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by the laser-induced. core transitions is so effective that
at each return to the core region the two fractions of
the electronic Rydberg wave packet which evolve in the
dressed channels are scattered from one channel into the
other with a probability of unity. This scattering mecha-
nism is clearly visible in Fig. 5(a) in which a case of weak
laser-induced core coupling with T~ b; = 4 T „b is shown.
Therefore the orbit times of the two fractions of the elec-
tronic Rydberg wave packet in the dressed channels are
approximately equal and they return to the core almost
simultaneously. At odd multiples of T „b, for example at
the first return, the contributions of the two fractions to
the pump-probe probability cancel each other partially
because their acculnulated phases difIer by an amount
~AS~ = T „b ~02i] = 7r j2. At the same time, however,
each fraction is scattered completely from one dressed
channel into the other one. Therefore at the next return
to the core region (at an even multiple of T b) they both
have accumulated the same phase and consequently their
contributions to

~ (f ~

ill)i
~

add constructively.
In Fig. 5(b) a case of strong laser-induced core cou-

pling is considered with T~ b,. ——0.081 T „b. This implies
a larger separation of the thresholds of the dressed chan-
nels and thus a significant difI'erence in the orbit times
of the wave-packet fractions which are prepared initially
in the dressed channels. At odd multiples of T „b two-
peaked maxima are observed which represent the tem-
porally separated returns of the two fractions. However,
at each return to the core region the faster part of the
wave packet is scattered into the dressed channel with
the longer return time and vice versa. Therefore at even
multiples of T „b both fractions reach the core simultane-
ously and their contributions to the pump-probe proba-
bility add constructively giving rise to one-peaked large
Inaxlma.

In the case of an intermediate difI'erence in quantum
defects p2 —pi ——0.25 the scattering matrix is of the
form

the absence of laser-induced core transitions, i.e., with
02' ——0, the single maxima in the pump-probe probabil-
ity at integer values of T „b would disappear completely
due to the dispersion of the wave packet for pump-probe
delays greater than 6 T b. In the presence of laser-
induced core transitions with 02' ——1.0 x 10 a.u. , how-
ever, one observes sharp and pronounced maxima with a
temporal separation of approximately T „b for times as
long as 35 T „b [Figs. 6(b), (c)]. This effect was also ob-
served for other values of the excited quantum number
vz. It is due to interferences between the many contribut-
ing fractions of the electronic Rydberg wave packet which
evolve in the dressed channels.

In the examples discussed so far, only the idealized
two-channel model introduced in part A of Sec. II has
been considered for the sake of clarity. More realistic ex-
citation schemes with N channels involved can be dealt
with by using the results derived in part B of Sec. II.
However, efIects of autoionization of channel 2, which
have always to be taken into account in realistic situa-
tions, can also be described within the framework of the
two-channel approximation by adding to the quantum
defect p2 an imaginary part which is equal to one half of
the scaled autoionization linewidth. Examples of corre-
sponding calculations of

~ (f ~
iII)~

~

are shown in Fig.
7. There, Im p2 is taken equal to 0.01 which is a typi-
cal value for these kinds of autoionization processes [30].
These figures indicate that, in general, autoionization will
leave the qualitative features of the pump-probe proba-
bility unchanged and will only lead to minor quantitative
deviations from the nonautoionizing two-channel case.
The most prominent of these deviations is a decrease
in the height of the recurrence peaks. It is due partly
to the loss of probability into the continuum channels
and partly also to destructive interferences between the
fractions of the wave packet which evolve in the dressed
channels.

1 ( iw/2 )
im/2 1 )

This implies that in the course of its successive returns
to the core region the electronic Rydberg wave packet is
split up into a rapidly growing number of individual frac-
tions with almost equal amplitudes. Therefore in general
the behavior of

~ (f ~ @)~ ~

is more complicated than
in the above examples. If, for example, 02' is chosen so
that T~ s; = 4 T „b it can be seen from Fig. 6(a) that
the contributions of the fractions of the electronic wave
packet add constructively at every third return to the
core region. This behavior is distinctly difI'erent from the
ones displayed in the corresponding Figs. 4(a) and 5(a).

In the case of strong laser-induced core coupling, i.e. ,
T~ i,; ) T,g,

~ (f ~
4)~ ~

generally shows a very com-
plicated behavior without any easily recognizable pat-
tern. This is due to the many contributing wave packet
fractions with diferent recurrence times. However, for
certain values of A2i a long-time suppression of the dis-
persion of the pump-probe probability can be observed.
This effect is especially pronounced for shorter pulse du-
rations. If we take w = 0.16 T „b, for example, then in

B. Time evolution of depletion wave packets

A radial electronic Rydberg wave packet can also be
prepared by exciting the initial state ~g) with an intense
and long laser pulse provided the state ~g) is depleted on
a time scale small in comparison with the mean classical
orbit time of the excited Rydberg states [23]. Physi-
cally this situation is difFerent from the case of weak and
short pulses considered in part A because now the ini-
tially prepared wave packet propagates also under the
influence of this additional cw-laser field. The investiga-
tion of this kind of excitation process is of interest as it
represents a basic constituent for possible further applica-
tions of ICE-modified wave packet dynamics, for example
in atom optics [31]. For the sake of simplicity we restrict
the following discussion to the two-channel approxima-
tion; however, it may be generalized immediately to the
¹ hannel case.

We take the laser field exciting the initial state ~g)
resonantly to Rydb erg states in channel 1 close to
the photoionization threshold to be given by Ei(t)
E'~eie ' ' + c.c. The laser-induced core excitation is
again achieved by the laser field E(t). Under these cir-
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cumstances the probability of finding at time t the atom
in its initial state ~g) is given by [23],

1a.(t) =-
27r

+oo+iO

oo+iO
dz e "'as(z),

with the Laplace transform

dt e'('+* )'ag(t) = i[z —ss —Tgg(z+ ur, )]

This Laplace transform can be expressed in the form of
a semiclassical path representation,

22i,jgc
(46)

x ) [=- (z)e' '
],, '17(, )n&')(z) iZii'

M=1

with

a( )(z) = i(z+(ui —r+ iT'/2)

and

=-~k(z) = &,~+ 2~i&,', '&g" (z)&g~'

Again the subscript c denotes restriction of the sum to
closed channels only.

The dynamical interpretation of Eqs. (44) and (46) is
very similar to the one given for Eq. (43): the first term
in Eq. (46) describes the initial depletion of state ~g) by
the cw-laser field Ei(t). Thereby this laser field leads
to a quadratic Stark shift b~ between the initial state
~g) and the excited Rydberg states. This shift has been
absorbed in the definition of the mean excited energy
s' = sg + (ui + R). The rate I' = 2ir Q~. i 2 ~'Dgq

equals the ionization rate which describes ionization from
state ~g) to continuum states close to threshold pertur-
batively. Its inverse determines the time scale at which
the initially prepared state ~g) is depleted by the intense
laser field Ki(t). An electronic Rydberg wave packet is
prepared in this excitation process if 1/I' is less than the
mean classical orbit time of the excited Rydberg states.
The remaining contributions on the right hand side of
Eq. (46) describe effects which arise from repeated re-
turns of the excited Rydberg electron to the ionic core
region. If the excited Rydberg electron enters the core re-
gion again it can be de-excited by the field Ei(t) into the
initial state ~g). In this way the initial state probability
ag(t) is increased. The Mth member of the sum in Eq.
(46) represents the contribution of this de-excitation pro-
cess which takes place at the Mth return of the excited
Rydberg electron to the core region. Alternatively, how-
ever, at each of these returns the excited Rydberg elec-
tron can also be scattered in the presence of the cw-laser
fields from dressed channel k into the dressed channel
j. This process is characterized by the scattering matrix
element ~I, . There are two contributions to this scatter-
ing process. One of them is described by ~-A, and orig-
inates from the shakeup process caused by the Rabi os-

cillations of the ionic core which are induced by the laser
field E(t). The second one is described by the energy-
dependent term 2iri17 as (z)V~k ~E'i~ . This expres-
sion describes laser-assisted scattering events induced by
the cw-laser field Ei(t) by de-exciting the Rydberg elec-
tron from channel k into state ~g) and re-exciting it again
into channel j.

In Fig. 8 two examples for the temporal behavior of the
initial state probability ~ag(t)

~

are shown for the case of
two nonautoionizing coupled channels. The parameters
p2 —pi, vi, 02i, and A are the same as in Figs. 4(a)
and 5(b), respectively. The intensity of the laser field
Ei(t) is chosen so that 1/I' = 0.05 T,I, . A comparison of
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) with Figs. 4(a) and 5(b), respectively,
shows that the e8'ects originating from the laser-assisted
scattering of the Rydberg electron inside the core region
lead to significant quantitative changes of the dynam-
ics. However, in Fig. 8(a) modulations of the recurrence
peaks due to Rabi oscillations of the ionic core can still be
recognized. In Fig. 8(b) the splitting of the wave function
into two parts which is due to the ICE-induced ac-Stark
splitting of the channel thresholds is clearly visible for
& —To~b

C. Dressed state energies

In this subsection the dependence of the energies of the
dressed Rydberg states, i.e. , the eigenstates of the Hamil-
tonian of Eq. (6), on the strength of the laser-induced
core coupling is discussed. In this way a complementary
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view of the Inixsng o e yf the R dberg series by the laser field
is obtained. We consider the two-channel case as shown

are determinedin Fig. 1. The dressed state energies z are de
by the condition

det(g —e ' *~) = p. (47)
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In Fi s. 9 these dressed energies are s..ownhown as a functionn Igs. e
of the laser-induced core coupling strengthh 0 for var-

resonant laser-induced core couphng 4 = 0.
bExperj. men a y, suct ll ch spectra can be obtained y

means of energy-resolved spectroscopy in a context as
described at the end of Sec. II A. There it was mentioned
that in the case of excitation of the initially prepare

state ~g) to the bare channels 1 and 2 (where channel 2 is
slightly autoionizing yh 1 t ' '

ing& by two cw-laser fields wit ampli-
tudes Fi and 8 the depletion rate l" of state ~g) is given

by I' = —2~8'~ m gg cgI T ~s + w ). The dressed state en-
ofteergies are t us ounh f d by observing the position of e

as a function of the laser frequency wz.

d d d hannels which was also used for the iscus-
sion of the corresponding pump-probe pro a i i les ig.

1 f the dressed channels. The energies of the
dressed states exhibit directly the ac-Stark sp i ing o
the core states. e spTh pectrum is therefore divided in o
two groups o inearf 1 early ascending and descending energy
levels w sc sn ersec et t each other without avoided cross-
ings.

For a difference in quantum defects o p2 —@i ——f — = 0.25
lg. e

namely the two groups of linearly ascen ingin and descend-
in energy levels, is still recognizable. However, due to
the channel mixing which is cause y e r
coupling t e energy eve sh 1 1 show well-pronounced avoided
crossings. ere are no o. Th o obviously remarkable structures

in igs. , c wF . 6~b~ ~ j where the dispersion of the pump-probe
probability was strongly suppressed.

Figure 9(c) shows the dressed energy spectrum for
t e case o max'h f maximal difference in quantum defects, i.e. ,

p2 —pq ——0.5. Therefore effects which originate from
shake —u of an excited Rydberg electron by laser-

~ to be lar e. Thed d core transitions are expecte o e g .zn uce co
le chan-correspon 1ng s a ed' t t s cannot be assigned to a sing e

e ualnel. orF 0 = 0 each state has approximately equa
distance in energy o o it b th its neighbors and due to the
leve repu sion i e1

' t tends to keep this maximum separa-
tion to both sides also when the coupling strengt
is increased. This explains the almost horizonta irec-

f 0 . For largetion o et' f the curves for small values o 2~. or
o 1enough va ues o 2~, o1 f 0 however all levels are gradua y

pushed downwards because they must always stay e ow
the lower threshold. of the Rydberg series which has en-

——~B ~. Fi ure 9(c) also gives an alternative ex-
1 t for the dynamical behavior shown in Fig. 5p anat&on or e

imately, an electronic Rydberg wave packet should regain

well pronounced recurrence peaks which appear at even
multiples of T „s in Fig. 5(b).

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
l

4.0
I

5.0 6.0
x&Q

FIG. 9. Energies of dressed Rydberg ststates ~relative to the
"bare" t res o e q, coh h ld s compare Fig. 1) as a function of 02i for
resonant coupling A = 0 and (a) pi ——p2 = 0.0, b p, i ——

= 0.0 &
——0.5. The vertical line in Fig.

9(b) indicates the excited energy region used in ig. ( ),(c).

IV. CONCLUSIQN

Based on the concept of photon-dressed core channels
and on MQDT an analytical approach for e e 'p '

or the description
of the dynamics of an electronic Rydberg wave packet un-
d the inhuence of nonperturbativ e laser-induced core

has been developed. We have p ut the em-
1 the discussion of pump-pro e experi-

ments with short and weak laser pulses. With t e e p
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of a semiclassical path representation, the dynamics of
the Rydberg electron could be described in a concise
way thus yielding the picture of a Rydberg wave packet
which is shaken up by the laser-induced core transitions
whenever it penetrates the core region. The discussion of
the dependence of these dynamics on the relevant phys-
ical parameters showed that by an appropriate choice of
the atomic excitation scheme and the laser characteristics
one has a great variety of new possibilities to inBuence
the dynamics of a radial electronic Rydberg wave packet.
The wave packet can be used to probe the time evolution
of the Rabi oscillations of the core electron [compare with
Fig. 4(a)] or vice versa the Rabi oscillations of a core elec-
tron might be used to control the dynamics of the wave
packet [as in Figs. 6(b), (c)].

A major problem for the observation of effects due to
nonperturbative core transitions in energy-resolved spec-
troscopy is the necessity of driving the ICE transitions

by rather strong laser fields: on the one hand the Rabi
frequency should exceed the mean level spacing of the
excited Rydberg states (v 0 ) 1), but on the other hand
one has to excite Rydberg states with not too large quan-
tum numbers due to the finite resolution of the probe
laser [19]. In time-dependent experiments, however, the
wave packet dynamics is modified significantly already
for weak core excitations (v 0 ( 1), and wave packets
with a rather large mean quantum number can be pre-
pared. The effects of nonperturbative core transitions
should therefore be observable with significantly lower
laser intensities.
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